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DEPARTMENT NOTES: (Significant non-routine types of incidents, just a sample of a few, briefdescription 

of the incident and outcome) 

**Officer noticed that there was a large gathering at the Park. He got out and conducted 
foot patrol at the Outdoor Expo held in Talleyrand Park on 10-2-22 
* Anonymous tip of a patron at a local club was drinking, had a DUI on his record and is 
not licensed. Caller gave a description of the vehicle and the name of the suspected 
person. Officers prevented any issues by calling the club, speaking with the bartender 
to pass along this information as a warning that police will be watching for him if he did 
indeed drive from that location or any other. It apparently was successful.
* Officer on weekend shift conducted foot patrol at the High School athletic field for 
several youth football games,
* Hit and Run, A female riding a bike struck a pedestrian on the sidewalk on West High 
St. near the park and fled the scene. Circumstances are that the woman on the bike 
was seen by the victim smoking marijuana with 2 men outside of the Omar Bar a day 
prior. The victim confronted the woman. The victim felt that her striking her on the bike 
was in retaliation for her calling her out for the M.J. Operator of the bike was cited for 
several summary offenses for the incident.
* Officer dispatched to an unresponsive person in the Burger King parking lot. Operator 
was inside vehicle, slumped over steering wheel. Officer was able to wake her. After 
dialogue, it was determined that she was not under the influence. However she was 
operating a vehicle without a driver's license, Cited for such
* Officer conducted a mini speed trap on the 300 block of E. Howard st. Between 3pm 
and 4pm. All vehicles were going between 20mph and 34mph. No vehicles were 
stopped as they did not meet the criteria for a legal speeding stop using VASCAR
* Officers were requested by STPD to assist on a Domestic Violence call out on West
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